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We love to capture the raw, unfiltered, real side of people. The
goosebumps, the loud and quiet, the inside jokes, the gut busting
laughs, you know the real stuff.

Our approach is simple: we believe in quality over quantity.  Your
Echo Wedding Film will pack a punch of genuine love and heartfelt
emotion that will leave you wanting to watch it over and over and
over again. While you may only watch an hour-long wedding film a
couple of times, we guarantee you'll watch your Echo Wedding Film
with every spare moment you have! 

We want to know your love story, the thing you love most about
each other, the things that make you cry, your favourite memory of
each other, we want to learn all of these things and portray your
entire love story through the film we capture.
 
If you're looking for a wedding film that you will want to replay
countless times, then I think we may be the perfect fit. There will be
no compromise in our attention to detail. This day only happens
once… So live in the moment, and leave the rest to us. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY
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BEHIND THE CAMERA

MAX BOAST

I've been passionate about telling stories for as long as I can
remember. Being both a filmmaker and actor, I know it's not
easy to be in front of the camera. That's why I'll do
everything I can to make you feel as natural and
comfortable as possible.

'Love' being filled with so much depth,
it quickly became my favourite story to tell. 
Every couple has a different story of how they met, the
awkward first dates, the proposal and so much more.
This is what I fell in love with and now it's time to tell your
story! 
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YOUR WEDDING DAY

We’re forever in pursuit of the authentic.

The small in-between moments where laughter is natural and tears
can't help but fall. These are what we look for when capturing your
wedding day. Although these moments last only a split second, it is
there we find the truest depth of love. Capturing as many of these
moments as possible so they last a lifetime. 

This is how we view our job, not just a camera capturing video but a
friend who is trusted to film these beautiful memories. To be
enjoyed for all eternity.
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£3095

WEDDING PACKAGES
V I D E O G R A P H Y

PREMIUM STANDARD

£1995£2795

SIGNATURE

MOST POPULAR

10 hours of Coverage

Two Videographers

Highlight Film (4-5min)

Licensed Music

High-Quality Audio

Drone Footage
(weather permitting)

Personalised Website
(Digital Delivery of Films)

Ceremony Film

Film of up to 4 speeches 

Custom box with USB
(the perfect keepsake)

Social Media Teaser (30-60 sec.)

RAW Footage on Hard Drive 

 

9 hours of Coverage

Two Videographers

Highlight Film (4-5min)

Licensed Music

High-Quality Audio

Drone Footage
(weather permitting)

Personalised Website
(Digital Delivery of Films)

Ceremony Film

Film of up to 4 speeches 

Custom box with USB
(the perfect keepsake)

 

8 hours of Coverage

One Videographer

Highlight Film (3-5min)

Licensed Music

High-Quality Audio

Drone Footage
(weather permitting)

Personalised Website
(Digital Delivery of Films)
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"Max and his team were amazing to work

with! He was always there to answer any

questions and see what personal touches

we would be interested in. My Dad put it

perfectly... 'That's no wedding film, that's

the best film I've ever seen!' We are

forever grateful to have these memories."

- Elle & Callum 
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FROM BOOKING TO
RECEIVING YOUR FILMS

Initial Contact Meet Read & Sign Contract 
(via email/PM) Meet and greet 

in person or via zoom
Contract will be sent

via email

Email
An email is sent prompting for

initial deposit to secure your date

Payment Q&A 
(Pay using bank

details provided in
email)

Complete questionnaire
via email

Hooray !

Final Delivery  
Sit down, relax and re-live those

special moments.

Wedding Day 
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"I can’t recommend Echo Wedding

Films enough! They were great to

work with, always contactable and

listened to all our requests. Max

really captured the atmosphere of

the day and shot our film in a

beautiful and natural way. It is a

perfect memory and we have been

watching it on repeat!"

- Emily & Jack



FAQ 'S
WHERE ARE YOU BASED? AND DO YOU TRAVEL?
We are based in West London but we love to travel! We have been blessed to work in
locations around the world. We want to make sure it is an affordable and easy
experience for you both so we’re more than happy to discuss and send through a
customised international quote before locking you in!

WHAT IF IT RAINS?
Nothing will get in the way of making your day special! We will use umbrellas or look
for the perfect undercover area. As long as you’re happy to roll with the punches then
we are too! A little wet hair and romantic rain kisses are super romantic anyway.

WHAT IS THE DEPOSIT REQUIREMENT EXPECTED OF
US?
A 50% deposit is required at the time of your booking to secure your wedding date.
The remaining 50% will not be due until 30 days prior to the date of the event. We are
also happy to accommodate alternative funding plans on a case-by-case basis. Just ask
us!

DO WE GET TO PICK OUR WEDDING SONG?
In most cases, we license a track based on what we feel will compliment your wedding
film the best. However, if you have a song in mind, then please let us know before your
wedding day and we will check if we can licence it for you.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO RECEIVE OUR
PHOTOS/FILM?
Our turnaround time is about 6-8 weeks from the wedding day.

WE'RE WORRIED ABOUT OUR WEDDING TURNING
INTO A FILM SET?
That's totally natural and we promise you it's not as scary as it may initially seem. We
only turn up with ourselves and our cameras (no big fancy lights to worry about!). We
will likely put a very small microphone on you at certain parts of the day just so we are
able to record your heartwarming speeches and toasts in the highest quality possible. If
you have any further questions regarding this, please ask us!

DO WE NEED TO FEED YOU?
Yes, please! We will be on our feet all day and need our creative juices to keep on
flowing! Your venue will offer vendor meals. All we ask is that you let your coordinator
know that we need to eat at the same time as the bridal party and guests as we need to
be available to continue shooting.

HOW DO WE RECEIVE OUR FILMS FROM YOU?
We will deliver an online personalised website to you which allows you to view,  share
and download your films from the internet. Depending on what package you book, you
will also receive a custom box containing  a USB.
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More FAQ's on our website: www.echoweddingfilms.com/faq-s-pg1



This moment only

happens once... 

BOOK IN A MEETING TODAY

info@echoweddingfilms.com
www.echoweddingfilms.com
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